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Local Broker Corners Development Market

Christopher Snyder, Associate Broker at University Hill Realty, Ltd., and Principal Broker at
CSRE Real Estate Advisors, llc, celebrates fifteen years practicing Real Estate with his most
successful year to date.
“I am humbled by another incredibly successful year with the team at University Hill, and my
team at CSRE. We achieved record sales in both the Syracuse and New York City commercial
markets,” Snyder said.

“Progress and development are needed and I will continue to bring forward thinking
investors to Syracuse”
Snyder and University Hill closed out 2016 with a complex deal assembling several properties in
the thriving Syracuse University neighborhood. The $12.85m deal sold to Peak Campus
Housing. “I want the best for Syracuse and I am proud to be a driving force in the modernization
of my hometown. Progress and development are needed and I will continue to bring forward
thinking investors to Syracuse,” Snyder commented.

No plans to slow down.
This year kept Snyder busy in two markets. The sale of 500 West 57th Street in New York City to
Extell Development, “is a great achievement,” Snyder said, “Closing an investment transaction
in Manhattan has been my goal since I started in Commercial Real Estate. As the exclusive
broker on the listing, I was able to connect with some of the top Real Estate minds in the city as
well as serious investors and developers.” Snyder has no plans to slow down. “Stay tuned,” he
said, “CSRE is in talks for some exciting exclusives for 2018.”

“My strategies are studied, practiced, and educated.”
In the meantime, “The Syracuse investment market is booming. It is an exciting time to practice
Commercial Real Estate,” Snyder told us, “The multi-family, mixed use, and retail markets keep
me very busy.” Known as a deal maker, Snyder is the broker you want on your side as a seller.
“My strategies are studied, practiced, and educated. I’m too busy to do it any other way.”
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